Sixth Form Dress Code
The Sixth Form are required to wear the school suit which is available online from School Blazer
(www.schoolblazer.com) or a classically cut dark suit from a traditional high street retailer.
Sixth Formers are expected to set an appropriate example to others in work, behaviour and
appearance. The dress code is designed to allow a choice of what to wear within the general
confines of professional business dress and also to protect from the pressure of feeling the need to
compete with others over fashion.

Sixth Form students must be well turned out at all times and their appearance should not be
ostentatious. They must wear the uniform specified by the School and their clothes should be clean,
in good repair and worn properly. Hair must be tidy and its length and style should be acceptable to
the Director of the Sixth Form, as must any fashion accessories. Any hair colouring should be discreet
and ‘natural’. Students are expected to keep within the ethos of the dress code and should be smart
at all times.

The Director of the Sixth Form has the authority, after proper consideration, to rule on any variation
of the dress code not covered and to make judgements regarding acceptable dress and appearance.
Any student who repeatedly fails to observe these specific requirements or the spirit of the code for
dress and appearance may be excluded from school or be subject to other reasonable sanctions.

The dress code is very clear about what we expect of Sixth Formers. Please check before you buy
items if you are unsure about their appropriateness. Specific requirements are below:

Boys

Girls

A classically cut, business style suit (Grey,
Navy, Black). Jackets should be worn at
all times in and around school. Available
from School Blazer.

A classically cut dark coloured skirt, dress or
trouser suit with full length trousers or
hems to the knee which must match.
Jackets should be worn at all times in and
around school. Available from School
Blazer.

A smart V-neck jumper or waistcoat that
complements the suit and shirt (cardigans
are not permitted, nor are “chunky” or
cable-knit jumpers).

A smart V-neck, scoop neck or slash neck
jumper, or waistcoat that complements the
suit and shirt/blouse (cardigans are not
permitted, nor are “chunky” or cable-knit
jumpers).

Polished shoes of a conventional style and
colour, or similar boots worn under
trousers.

Polished shoes of a conventional style and
colour, or similar boots worn under
trousers (if a skirt is worn it must be
accompanied by shoes).

A business style shirt that must be tucked
in and an appropriate tie.

A business style shirt or blouse that must
be tucked in or cover the upper part of the
trouser/skirt. Indoor scarves may be worn if
they are smart and complement the suit.

An overcoat at least as long as the suit
jacket. Leather or denim jackets are not
permitted. This should not be worn as a
substitute for a jacket.

An overcoat at least as long as the suit
jacket. Leather or denim jackets are not
permitted. This should not be worn as a
substitute for a jacket.

Dark socks.

Single colour tights, stockings or socks.

Clean shaven and free from make-up and
jewellery.

Make up and jewellery should be discreet
and minimal: multiple ear rings/ face
piercings are not permitted.

Summer Dress Code

Summer Dress Code

In the summer boys are allowed to
remove their jackets, but must keep their
tie on, with their shirts tucked in.

In summer girls are also allowed to remove
their jackets, but the usual dress code
applies.

Sixth Form Sports Kit
Boys
From School Blazer:
White unisex polo shirt
Navy blue hockey socks with red top
School tracksuit
Navy School Hoodie (optional)
Navy shorts
White gym shorts
Reversible rugby shirt
Swimming cap
From any retailer:
Pair of astro trainers
Pair of football/rugby boots with removable studs (boys only)
Mouth guard for hockey/rugby
A pair of shin pads
Short white socks
Pair of trainers (mainly white, non-marking sole)
Black swimming trunks or fitted swim shorts

Girls
From School Blazer:
Navy games polo shirt
Navy/red skort
School tracksuit
Navy School Hoodie (optional)
Games bag (optional)
Swimming cap
From any retailer:
Short white socks
Pair of trainers (mainly white, non-marking sole)
Black swimsuit

